
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

MGS Entertainment Show returns! 

APE and partners achieved fruitful result 
 

(Macau) Tuesday, November 23, 2023 — The MGS Entertainment Show took place on 14-15 Nov at the 

Galaxy International Convention Center, marking its return as a remarkable live in-person event after a 

four-year hiatus.  

 

Asia Pioneer Entertainment Holdings Limited (“APE” or the “Company”, with its subsidiaries 

collectively referred as the “Group”; Stock Code: 8400.HK) participated in the exhibition on the largest 

scale ever with its global partners Jumbo Technology Ltd. (Jumbo), Konami Australia Pty Ltd. (Konami), 

Spintec d.o.o. (Spintec), TransAct Technologies Incorporated (TransAct), SEGA Sammy CREATION INC. 

(Sega Sammy), Moniko (Moniko) and IDX Games Ltd. (IDX) and showcased their latest products at the 

MGS Entertainment Show, capturing the attention of casino operators from Macau and the Asian 

market. 

 

Jumbo – J-Multi Series and the latest AR Streaming Roulette 

Jumbo, a Taiwanese gaming supplier, displayed their J-Multi three-in-one ETG with the S-27 cabinet and 

the patented "Augmented Reality (AR) Streaming Roulette". The J-Multi Series provides players with 

various betting options in the three games of Baccarat, Roulette, and Sic-Bo. Jumbo also makes use of 

technology to improve the game experience for players. The latest AR Streaming Roulette provides 

players with more convenience and comfort by combining AR technology, and it has already been 

patented in several markets, such as the U.S., Singapore, Taiwan, and the Philippines. Apart from ETGs, 

Jumbo also showcased the link Jackpot slot machines on D-27 and P-43 cabinets with the popular slot 

games: “FORTUNE RAMTM”, “MONEY TIGERTM” and “MONEY BULLTM”. These innovative products 

caught a lot of attention and received rave reviews from casino operators during the show. 



 
Jumbo - J-Multi Series ETG Cabinets 

 

Konami – The latest DIMENSION Series 

Konami, the gaming machine specialist from Australia, presented the slot cabinets DIMENSION 27 TM, 

DIMENSION 49F TM, and DIMENSION 75C TM, which are the most popular machines of their latest 

product line, the "DIMENSION" Series. The showcased "DIMENSION" machines contain three 27-inch 

monitors, a 49-inch 4K monitor, and a 75-inch 4K monitor respectively, with a vast game library, 

including the popular link progressive Jackpot - All Aboard. The modern and cutting-edge design of the 

machines can illuminate the gaming experience and attract players from afar, especially the 75C 

machine, which offers a jaw-dropping, mega C-curve display to provide players with a unique 

excitement and a different gaming experience. 

 

 

Konami – DIMENSION 27 Cabinet TM (Left), DIMENSION 49 Cabinet TM (Middle) and DIMENSION 75C TM 

Cabinet (Right) 



 

Spintec - State-of-the-art gaming solutions 

Spintec, the Slovenia-based ETG manufacturer and designer, is well-known for its state-of-the-art 

gaming solutions, such as the Aura Amphitheatre gaming solution. At the MGS show, Spintec 

showcased the Aura virtual stand-alone multi-game, where players can enjoy popular ETG games 

including Roulette, Sic-bo, Craps, Black-jack and Baccarat in one playing station with unparalleled 

comfort, concurrent betting and seamless performance. Spintec also displayed the KARMA GEN2 

Automated Sicbo and Roulette at the MGS show. With the new signage design and latest Jackpot 

features, they guarantee longer gaming sessions and increased revenue for casino operators. They will 

have to exciting release in the next Gaming Show in London! 

 
Spintec – Aura virtual stand-alone multi-game 

 

TransAct – Be Epic. Stay Epic. 

TransAct, the world-class expert in TITO Printer, brought their latest product, the Epic Edge® TITO 

printer, to the MGS show. It is built upon the reliability of the award-winning printer, the Epic 950. 

Featuring an unmatched 300 DPI print quality, a high-speed firmware uploading solution and a single 

interface board for all games. In addition, TransAct also showcased the TITO printer Epic Edge® TT and 

Epic 888®, as well as the promotional couponing system Epicentral®. 



  

TransAct – Epic Edge® TT TITO Printer (Left) and Epic Edge® TITO Printer (Right) 

 

Sega Sammy – Welcome to the Crest 

Sega Sammy Creation, a Japan-based gaming machine manufacturer, showcased their new product, the 

"Genesis Crest™" slot machine, at the MGS show. The "Genesis Crest™" cabinet features a 49-inch 4K 

touch monitor and captivating LED lighting effects. With its stylish and eye-catching design, it 

effortlessly attracts players' attention. Furthermore, "Genesis Crest™" offers an immersive gaming 

experience through its extensive game library. 

 

Sega Sammy – “Genesis Crest™” Cabinet 

 

Moniko – TITO tickets especially for slot machine 

Moniko is a Macedonia-based company that specializes in producing TITO tickets for slot machines. 

Their TITO tickets are made using KANZAN paper, which has been certified by major printing system 



producers such as TransAct, JCM, and Nanoptix, for use on their TITO printers. The tickets can be 

preprinted in 7 colors, including CMYK, Pantone, or other special colors, all of which are visible under 

UV light. Moniko is also renowned for its fast production time, with orders being completed in just 7-10 

working days. 

 

Moniko – TITO tickets 

 

IDX - Bringing table games into the 21st century 

IDX Games is Asia's leading supplier of ETG Display Control Systems and Advanced Table Trend Board 

Solutions. At the MGS show, IDX showcased their X Table, which is an intelligent modular table system 

that offers a suite of products. Its central management control system provides live, real-time 

dashboards for comprehensive data monitoring. 

 

IDX – X-Table 

 

Mr. Herman Ng, Chief Executive Officer and Executive Director of APE, said, "APE and its partners are 

pleased to participate in the MGS Entertainment Show again after four years. It is a very good chance 

for suppliers to showcase their latest products and advancements within these years. We are happy to 

see that casino operators have shown great interest in the new machines and features. Besides 

receiving quotation requests, we successfully closed several deals during the show. Thank you, MGS, 



for providing such a platform, and we hope to see all the industry elites at the MGS Entertainment 

Show next year." 

 

– End – 

 

About Asia Pioneer Entertainment Holdings Limited 

 
Asia Pioneer Entertainment Limited established in 2006, is a subsidiary of Asia Pioneer Entertainment 

Holdings Limited (the “Company”) which is listed on the Growth Enterprise Market of Hong Kong Stock 

Exchange, Stock Code: 8400.HK since 2017. The company principally engaged in the electronic gaming 

equipment business (the “EGE Business”) in the Macau SAR and Asia, which are divided into three 

divisions: (i) Technical Sales and Distribution of Electronic Gaming Equipment; (ii) Consultancy and 

Technical Services; and (iii) Repair Services. In the second half of 2021, the Group commences the 

smart vending machines business, which principally engaged in sales of various Macau-sourced 

products to consumers and travelers through Smart VM in the Macau SAR and the People’s Republic of 

China. For more information, please visit http://www.apemacau.com/. 

 

About Jumbo Technology Ltd 

 

Jumbo Group, founded in 2000 and headquartered in Taiwan, is one of the largest gaming suppliers in 

the world. Jumbo currently has over 100 business partners that are mainly located in Taiwan, Macau, 

the Philippines, Cambodia, and other South East Asia regions. Jumbo provides a one-stop tailored 

gaming solution including gaming machines, casino management systems, as well as technical and 

service support for clients around the globe. Jumbo Technology aims to establish a full-service 

entertainment and gaming business by offering the latest products, most innovative technology, and 

excellent service in the global gaming industry. With Jumbo, everyone is a winner. For more 

http://www.apemacau.com/


information, please visit https://www.jumbogames.com.tw/.  

 

 

About Konami Australia Pty Ltd 

 

 

Konami Australia Pty Ltd was established in 1996 and has built a reputation as a leading designer and 

manufacturer of gaming machines in a global market, providing a constantly innovative product range. 

Commencing as a manufacturer of gaming machines in Australia, it has expanded its market, exporting 

to New Zealand, Malaysia, Macau, Singapore, Philippines, South Korea and many African countries. 

Konami Australia also supplies technologically advanced integrated casino management system. 

Konami gaming division has offices in Australia, Japan and USA. For more information, please visit 

https://www.gaming.konami.com/. 

 

About Spintec d.o.o.  

 

Spintec d.o.o.is the world-class developer, designer, producer and supplier of ultimate innovative Electronic 

Table Games. Spintec compact and amphitheatre gaming solutions are well known for their cutting-edge 

design and technical perfection. A Slovenia-based company offers different games (Roulette, Sic Bo / Craps, 

Baccarat, Blackjack), technologies (automated, virtual and live gaming), languages and specific parameter of 

the game. State-of-the-art gaming solutions, designed by the Spintec team, have a proven track record of 

prolonging gaming sessions, and thus generate higher profitability for the operator. For more information, 

please visit https://spintecgaming.com. 

   

About TransAct Technologies Incorporated 

TransAct Technologies Incorporated is a leader in developing and manufacturing market-specific 

solutions, including printers, terminals, software and other products for transaction-based and other 

industries. These industries include casino and gaming, lottery, food safety, banking, point-of-sale, 

https://www.jumbogames.com.tw/
https://www.gaming.konami.com/
https://spintecgaming.com/


hospitality, oil and gas, and medical and mobile. TransAct printers and products are designed from the 

ground up based on market-specific requirements and are sold under the AccuDate™, Ithaca®, 

RESPONDER, Epic, EPICENTRAL® and Printrex® product brands. TransAct distributes its printers and 

terminals through OEMs, value-added resellers, selected distributors, and direct to end-users. For 

more information, please visit https://www.transact-tech.com/.  

 

About SEGA SAMMY CREATION INC.  

 
SEGA SAMMY CREATION INC. is a Japan-based company established in June 2013. The company 

opened its U.S. facility in Nevada October of 2018. With the spirit of “MORE FUN, MORE EXCITEMENT”, 

Sega Sammy manufactures exciting and never-before-seen gaming machines by utilizing the diverse 

resources from the SEGA SAMMY GROUP. For more information, please visit 

https://www.segasammycreation.com/en/. 

 

About Moniko 

 

 

 

 

 

Moniko is a Macedonia-based company founded in 1993. It is a world-class manufacturer focusing on 

the production of TITO tickets for slot machines. Moniko is the first and only approved TITO ticket 

manufacturer in Europe, and well-known for its high-quality products and speedy production period. 

Nowadays, Moniko’s tickets are being used in more than 60 countries around the world. For more 

information, please visit https://www.monikotitotickets.com . 

 

About IDX Games Ltd.  

 

https://www.transact-tech.com/
https://www.segasammycreation.com/en/
https://www.monikotitotickets.com/


IDX Games is a registered Macau company launched as a new brand in 2019, dedicated to Casino 

Technologies and Equipment. IDX is committed to revolutionizing the digital gaming experience by 

bringing live tables and ETG into the modern age. IDX offers a comprehensive suite of intelligent 

products that cover the entire cycle of table games and ETG operations. By leveraging cutting-edge 

vision, machine learning, AI, and big data, IDX provides casino operators with enhanced metrics to 

improve operational performance. For more information, please visit https://www.idxgames.com/ 

 

 

 

https://www.idxgames.com/

